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We hope you have made plans to join us at the 2019
Winter Conference, Carpe Diem, being held at the
Hyatt Regency Birmingham March 68!  The confer
ence brochure which includes our agenda has been
posted to our website and has been mailed to our
members.

You can register on our website at the Home Page or
under the Education Tab, Winter Conference Page.
Be sure to login with your User Name and Password
before you register to receive the Alabama MGMA
member rate.  We have excellent speakers lined up
on hot topics that affect our practices every day. You
don’t know to miss the education and networking that
this conference provides. For the first time, on
Thursday, we will have an ACMPE track which
includes Domains from the MGMA Body of
Knowledge. At the final session, those that are inter
ested in certification will have the opportunity to take
a Mock Test to better prepare them for the ACMPE
certification exam.

On Wednesday evening, we will be headed to Top
Golf in downtown Birmingham.   Topgolf games can
be played by all ages and skill levels, and the
microchipped golf balls score themselves!  This event
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Special Thanks to our 2019 Program Committee

is sure to be a fun night to remember and will include
dinner, drinks and transportation.  Be sure to check
the box on the registration form that you will be
attending this event.

Hotel reservations will be accepted until February 11,
2019, or until the room block is filled.  Make your
reservations now by calling 18002331234 and ref
erence MGMA 2019 or online by visiting www.almg
ma.com Home Page and clicking the Make Hotel
Reservations but
ton. 

We look forward to
seeing you at the
conference! 
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Message from our President,  Garrett Doss

Greetings and Welcome to 2019!!!

I’m sure everyone is excited about the
new year and you all have everything
planned out for the next 12 months to
a tee.  

What? You don’t?  I thought sure you
all had all your ducks in a row by now.
Then again, if you are anything like
me, you are heading straight into
2019 with your blindfolds on like
Sandra Bullock in the movie Bird Box.
I’m sure there are times we may not
want to see what is coming down the
river as it relates to healthcare but
thank goodness we don’t have to face
the year totally blind folded and
scared of what we may see.  Thank
goodness we have an organization
like Alabama MGMA to help us navi
gate safely through everything ahead.  

Speaking of helping us navigate 2019,
there is one thing already planned to a
tee for 2019, and that is our next con
ference at the Hyatt Regency
Birmingham from March 68.  Jason
Biddy and his program committee
have done a fantastic job of getting us
ready for what is to come.  His pro
gram “Carpe Diem” is sure to enlight
en us and give us the challenge to
tackle the rest of the year.  If you
haven’t already registered, please do
so soon.  This is our highest attended
conference of the year and is sure not
to disappoint.  We also encourage
everyone to invite other fellow admin
istrators to attend as well.  

If you didn’t notice, we will be teeing

off a new event for our social night at
the March conference this year, and
that is a night out at Topgolf.  You will

Garrett Doss, CMPE

not want to miss this!   No worries if
you don’t think your golf game is up to
par.  They have done a great job of
making this fun for all skill levels, from
those that have never picked up a
club to those that should be playing in
the Masters.  I’ll let you guys decide
where I fall on that spectrum.  Let’s
just say a blindfold might actually help
my game.

I’m looking forward to seeing you all
in March, well, assuming we don’t all
have our blindfolds on.  

Carpe Diem!

Garrett Doss

Garrett Doss, CMPE

Alabama MGMA President 



Beyond Classifieds When Recruiting a Physician
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You’ve run the analysis and know that not only do you
need to hire a physician (or specialist, staff member,
etc.), but you have the resources to support the addi
tion. You’ve presented your findings to your partners
and they’re all on board. You’ve done your prep work
and you’re ready to dive into the recruiting process.

The following is a sampling of the recruitment tools
available to help get you started:

Direct mail

Consider buying direct mail lists so they can target
physicians in a specific specialty who might be willing
to move to the area. If candidates you’re interested in
are practicing medicine 10 minutes from the universi
ty where they earned their BS and MD degrees,
chances are they’re attached to that location. But if
there are physicians on this list who attended medical
school or completed their residencies in your area
and are practicing across the country, they might be
willing to consider uprooting for a position in your
practice. For physicians, the first choice about
whether to make a move is about vicinity, then prac
tice opportunities. You’re targeting people who are
already familiar with the area and are more likely to
make a change.

Site visits

Site visits can be expensive, but they’re also a great
way to impress a candidate you’re trying to woo.
Instead of inviting only the physicians for a site visit,
increase this line item in your recruiting budget and
invite the whole family. Even if paying for the extra
lodging, meals, and transportation limits the number
of physicians you can afford to honor with site visits,
it makes more sense to go allout for your top choic
es than to offer less to many candidates who aren’t as
appealing.

The right leader

If you’re planning on appointing a member of your
staff to lead the recruiting process, don’t underesti
mate the power of picking the right person. The per
son in charge should possess the following:

 Good listening skills
 Time to perform initial screens
 An understanding that his or her job isn’t just to fill
the position, but to fill the position with the right 
person
 The ability to articulately address any of the candi
date’s concerns

 The ability to ask candidates questions in a way that
develops a rapport, but also determines the candi
date’s wishes
 Determine the extent of the candidate’s clinical
expertise.
 Determine the candidate’s potential fit with your
practice’s culture.
 Understand the needs of the candidate and their
family.

External recruiters

If your staff are so crunched that handling the recruit
ing process inhouse might swamp them, consider
hiring an external recruiter. Not only can recruiters
prescreen candidates, but they can also listen to
your needs and help you evaluate them. As outside
observers, recruiters may be in a better position to
illustrate how you might be better served by a half
time physician rather than a fulltime physician, for
example.

Sourcing services

These services call candidates on behalf of the
group. By using sourcing services, your practice can
target candidates who weren’t looking to switch jobs
and would not have otherwise known about the posi
tion. Generally speaking, these services research the
physician’s home information, and then call them
when they’re more likely to have the time and free
dom to talk openly about the opportunities at your
practice.

Networking

Networking is a powerful recruiting tool that is often
overlooked so your practice should be networking
constantly. If your practice has let this slide, start by
making contacts at your local medical schools and
residency programs, and make sure you take advan
tage of all your local medical associations.
Networking can help you find a candidate before you
launch into a recruitment program.

Internet

Few practices are using paperbased advertising
alone. The Internet is crawling with pages where you
can list your position or find listings of physicians
looking for jobs. Plus, many physicians prefer to be
contacted via email because they can read and
respond to your message when it’s convenient for
them.

 Reed Tinsley, CPA

www.rtacpa.com



Healthcare Professional Liability Insurance  
& Risk Resource Services

800.282.6242  •  ProAssurance.com              When you are treated fairly you are confident in your coverage.

healthy vitals
ProAssurance has been monitoring risk and protecting healthcare 

industry professionals for more than 40 years, with key specialists  
on duty to diagnose complex risk exposures.

Work with a team that understands the importance of delivering  
flexible healthcare professional liability solutions.



Four Ways Group Practices Can Create a Better Patient Experience

The role of patients in the healthcare industry has
grown substantially as everincreasing payment
responsibility forces them to be key stakeholders in
the industry. While high deductible health plans have
fueled much of responsibility increases, they are
only a single piece of the entire puzzle. The
Kalorama Foundation found that total consumer out
ofpocket spending in the industry is growing rapidly
and is expected to be $608 billion by 2019.

For provider organizations, the connection between
patient collections and their organization’s financial
stability has become difficult to ignore as payers
cover less of the amount due for services rendered.
This may help explain why 58 percent of providers
report their top revenue cycle concern is related to
patient collections, according to data collected by a
2017 Provider Healthcare Payments Survey.

Despite these trends, consideration of the patient
experience is often an afterthought throughout
almost all provider communications and processes
surrounding payment responsibility. The conse
quences when providers do not prioritize the pay
ment experience come in the form of unhappy
patients, which then equate to customer attrition and
lower revenue margins. In fact, a 2017 Consumers
Healthcare Payments Survey found that 65 percent
of consumers would consider switching providers for
a better healthcare payments experience.

This article outlines the four ways that group prac
tices are making patients unhappy with their pay
ment processes and communications, and how to
change those trends for a better patient experience.

1. Sending outdated paper statements to collect

from patients

Nowhere is the pain of the payment experience felt
as much as when paper statements are sent to
patients. Nearly 60 percent of providers surveyed in
a 2017 Provider Healthcare Payments Survey
reported that paper statements were the primary
method of collecting from patients; yet, 41 percent of
providers have not changed their patient statement
in over five years. The reliance on an outdated
method of billing may be a major contributor to why
73 percent of providers report that it takes longer
than 30 days to collect from patients.

Consumer surveys reveal similar findings about
providers’ reliance on paper statements. Four out of
five consumers surveyed reported that they receive
their provider bills via mail, while 70 percent of con
sumers reported being confused by their provider
bills (Consumer Healthcare Payments Survey
2017). There may be many factors that go into con
sumer confusion in the provider billing process; how
ever, the possible connection between paper state
ments and confusion is hard to ignore. The connec
tion becomes much stronger when considering the
importance consumers place on an easytoread bill
– 89 percent said it was important for their medical
bill experience, according to Aite Group.

2. Not having the “payment responsibility” talk

with patients

Consumer confusion results in a widening divide
between healthcare organizations and the cus
tomers they serve. Examples of this include the
more than 50 percent of consumers who received a
bill for an amount expected to be covered by their
health plan or had an amount due for more than was
expected, and more than 25 percent of consumers
who had a medical bill turned over to a collection
agency in the last year. These experiences could be
why 75 percent of consumers feel healthcare does
not deliver good value for what is spent, according to
the National Opinion Research Center.

The easiest way to combat these fears is to give
patients exactly what they want – 88 percent of
patient want to know payment responsibility upfront
(Consumer Healthcare Payments Survey 2017). By
having a conversation about payment responsibility
early in the patient experience, patients have the
opportunity to better understand the bill that they will
receive, making the payment conversation easier for
both the provider staff and their patients.

3. Limiting how patients can pay you

Healthcare is different from most other industries,
but most patients are not making that differentiation
– especially when things like getting a paper state
ment for a bill they already paid happen. The digital,
alwaysconnected world has molded consumer
expectations so much that patients refuse to accept
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Four Ways Group Practices Can Create a Better Patient Experience, 
continued

anything less than a convenient and seamless
process, especially when it comes to their payment
experience.

As more companies in other industries deliver con
venience as a standard, patients have come to
expect this streamlined and seamless experience
with their healthcare payments as well. This trend is
best demonstrated by the 71 percent of consumers
who want to pay all of their healthcare bills in one
place, such as an online portal. (Consumer
Healthcare Payments Survey 2017).

Consumers not only want and expect convenience
in healthcare but will also seek out the more conven
ient options and make their choices based on these
options. Eighty percent of patients said that payment
channel choices were very or somewhat important to
their medical bill payment experience (Aite Group).

4. Ignoring the mobile revolution

Mobile devices have become an integral part of
modern life with 77 percent of Americans now own
ing a smartphone. Smartphones are no longer a
technology reserved for the younger generations

either. When the ownership data is broken out by
age brackets, smartphone ownership is strong
across all demographics – even in the over 50
group, according to Pew Research Center.

A mobile component is quickly becoming the norm
for a convenient experience for patients with pay
ments playing a vital role in that experience. Mobile
payments have become so ingrained in the digital
world that more than half of the top 2017 apps in the
Apple App Store featured the ability to make or send
payments as core to its functionality.

Consumers want the mobile experience in health
care too as shown by the 80 percent of consumers
who want to check in for a provider visit on their own
secure mobile device and 65 percent who would
download a mobile app to pay all of their healthcare
bills (Consumer Healthcare Payments Survey
2017).

 Chris Seib

CTO and cofounder

InstaMed
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Alabama MGMA Free Member Webinar
February 12, 2019

12:00  1:00pm

Patient Engagement & Etiquette  Adele Allison

One of the hottest topics in policymaking today, patient engagement will have a significant impact on provider
outcomes and reimbursement.  Clinicians voice frustration with lack of protocol adherence and following
advice.  Patients complain of access barriers that once overcome result in a lack education as well as one
sided decisionmaking that fails to consider their needs and circumstances.  Both have good points.  Through
a multidimensional approach, the two ends can be connected to produce a healthier community.  The cultural
shift to patientcenteredness spotlights communication that can ease misconceptions and harmonize the
providerpatient relationship.  A critical element impacting reimbursement, public ratings and overall quality, this
session will explore these issues and offer patient etiquette considerations designed to strengthen practice
rapport with the patients you serve.

To Register: Visit our website at www.almgma.com. In the Gray Box at the top of the Home Page, sign in
with your Alabama MGMA membership credentials. Go to the Education Tab to view the Webinars Page.  

You must be logged in with your User Name and Password and be a 

current paid member to view this page. 

On this page, you may also view archived member webinars that you can listen to on demand! 



Your protection is our first 
priority, so your patients  
can be yours.
When you’re insured by MagMutual, you get more than just medical professional 

liability protection, you get partnership. Our promise to protect includes expert 

guidance, an extensive resource library and complimentary access to UpToDate®. 

We’ve also returned more than $200 million* to our PolicyOwnersSM since inception.  

You can stay focused on your patients, knowing MagMutual is your partner.  

MagMutual.com   |   800-282-4882

UpToDate® Access    •    Dividends    •    Expert Resources

*Dividends and Owners Circle allocations are declared at the discretion of the MagMutual Board of Directors.
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4 Ways to Leverage Social Media in Your Medical Practice

In a digital 21st century, social media is an essential
marketing staple for any medical practice. But still
there are practices all over the globe that have yet to
capitalize on the opportunities that social media pro
vides.

Whether your medical practice has yet to create
social media pages or whether you’re simply inactive
at this point in time, you should know that social
media can play a pivotal role in helping you grow your
practice and build your online presence.

Let’s look at 4 ways in which you can leverage social
media for your medical practice.

Provide Key Information

Running a medical practice, one of your primary mar
keting goals is to drive potential patients towards
booking that first appointment with your office, right?
In order to achieve that, you need to make sure that
all of your contact information is correct, uptodate,
complete, and simple.

On each of your social media pages, provide updated
contact information. But more than that – make con
tacting your office a seamless process for patients.
You can achieve this by doing the following:

First, don’t only provide a phone number. Provide
other forms of communication, whether it’s email,
social messaging, or another channel. Some patients
don’t like to call. Others don’t like to email. The more
you’re able to accommodate your patients, the more
likely they will be to take action.

Second, don’t make contacting your office a hassle
for patients! Always give them a direct line or email
address where they can book their appointments
quickly and easily. Don’t frustrate patients by provid
ing a generic number or vague email address where
they’ll be passed around between staff members.

Start a Conversation

Today’s patients have a seemingly unlimited amount
of information available at their fingertips. For this
very reason, there is plenty of research and thought
behind every patient decision. Many patients want to

experience a level of trust, familiarity, value, and
investment before they book an appointment at a new
practice.

Once you get patients through your doors, you know
that it’s much easier to connect with them and build
relationships. But how do you reach out to patients
and build that level of trust before they make a deci
sion? This is a common challenge, but social media
makes it possible!

With social media, practices are able to engage with
patients in a host of creative ways:

• Curate great content as valueadding 
conversation pieces

• Reply to follower interactions and comments

• Post questions and surveys that encourage 
engagement

• Respond to direct messages and questions

• Host offers, contests, and giveaways

These small, daily interactions go a long way towards
earning the faith of potential patients.

Think about it. Where is a potential patient more like
ly to book a first appointment? It is at an office with no
social media presence and no existing relationship, or
an office that has already made the effort to reach out
and form a connection with that patient? Which prac
tice would you choose?

Develop Your Brand

There’s nothing wrong with branding and marketing
your practice by launching a new website or creating
new marketing materials. But if this is the extent of
your marketing strategy, you’re lowering the ceiling of
what your practice is able to achieve . . .

Nothing suggests irrelevancy more than no social
media presence. Your practice might have the best
doctors, the best staff, and the best facilities; but if
you’re not actively building your brand on social
media, you’re not going to be able to resonate with a
large group – a gold mine – of potential patients.
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Promote Original Content

First things first: If your medical practice doesn’t
already have its own blog, make the investment!
Original content builds trust between your practice
and its potential and existing patients, improves your
search engine optimization (SEO), and positions you
as an authoritative voice within your field.

Once you have your own blog, social media is the
perfect medium for you to start circulating your blog
content; and there are a few reasons why:

• You have the potential to reach a much larger 
audience

• You make your content more “shareable”

• You start a conversation on social media

• You provide followers with real perceived 
value (for free!)

4 Ways to Leverage Social Media in Your Medical Practice, continued

• You can drive social media traffic to your 
practice’s site

• You will improve your website’s SEO

If you’re active on social media, you already have an
idea of just how powerful this tool can be. Integrate
social media marketing into your practice’s marketing
strategy, and start reaching more and more new
patients for your practice today.

 filmMED, your Medical Marketing Specialist

www.filmmed.com

At filmMED, we transform the way consumers interact with
your business through brand strategy, creative experi
ences, innovative technologies and consumer engage
ment.  All in all, we holistically analyze brands and help
them get healthy and stay happy.
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2018 Huntsville board members 

pictured with Jim Stroud

Jim Stroud Retires from Warren Averett

Jim Stroud who began working with Warren Averett in 1988
and was a Member of the Firm’s Healthcare Consulting
Group retired in December 2018. Jim is a longtime friend
and speaker to our state and local MGMA Chapters.  We
are so grateful for his friendship and knowledge that he
brought to us every time he spoke at our meetings. We will
miss you Jim!

Jim speaks to Alabama

MGMA members at their

1992 Annual Conference.

2011 Summer Conference



Working continuously to balance the

SCALES OF JUSTICE.
We’re taking the mal out of malpractice insurance. 
As a relentless champion for the practice of good medicine,  
we continually track, review, and influence federal and state bills 
on your behalf. All for one reason: when you can tip the scales 
in favor of the practice of good medicine, you get malpractice 
insurance without the mal. Find out more at thedoctors.com



Welcome New Members

Active Members

Chandi Butler
Capital City Gastroenterology, P.C.
Montgomery

Stefanie Chandler
Southeast Alabama Rural Health
Associates
Troy

Chapman Cook
Cardiology Associates of Mobile, Inc. 
Mobile

Ann Crawford
Hemberg Health Care
Opelika

Megan Durham
Tuscaloosa Integrative Family
Medicine
Tuscaloosa

Beverly Harper
Premier Family Care, LLC
Arab

Heather Harrison
NorthRiver Primary Care Associates
Northport

Virginia Jeffries
Cardiology Associates of Mobile
Mobile

Amanda McMillion
David A. McMillion MD, PC 
Huntsville

Cheryl Sawyer
Children's of Alabama dba North
Alabama Children's Specialists 
Huntsville

Leslie Siskey
Anniston Pediatrics
Anniston
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Dean Stovall
Cullman Regional Medical Center
Cullman

Renee Stubblefield 
CEE, LLC 
Athens

Joanna VanHoozer
Integrity Family Care North Alabama,
LLC
Madison

Affiliate Member

Todd Gooden
The Solutions Team
Flowood

Mike O'Rourke
Record Reproduction Services
Media

Kelly Parker
Kassouf Healthcare Solutions
Birmingham

Mike Sweeney
Netgain Technology LLC 
Alabaster
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P.O. Box  380124

Birmingham, AL  35238

For a no-obligation Total Practice  
Protection quote, contact ProAssurance  
Agency at Agency@ProAssurance.com  
or 844.331.6298.

▸ Business Owners Policy (BOP)
▸ Cyber Liability
▸ Employment Practices Liability (EPLI)
▸ Regulatory Risk Protection
▸ Workers’ Compensation (WC) 

ProAssurance.com/Agency

Professionals have trusted  
ProAssurance for their medical  
professional liability insurance  
needs for over four decades.

You can get the same superior  
service and quality for your other  
insurance needs through the  
ProAssurance Agency.


